THE RENTAILL OF THE LORDSCHIPE OF HUNTLYE.

LANDS OF CABRACH.

The rentall and yeirlie payment of the landis of Cabrache, sett to the tenentis under wretin.

HADDOCHE, ane pleuche.

DENSCEILL, four oxingange, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . . Tuentie markis.
   John Leythe of Harthill, tenant.

REIDFUIRD, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . . Tuentie markis.
   John Gordoun in Lichestoun, tenant.

OUER HOWBOIGE, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . . Tuentie markis.
   Younge Lesmoir, tenant.

NATHER HOWBOIGE, ane pleuche, payis yeirle:
Maill . . . . Tuentie poundis.
Buttir . . . . Tua stain of buttir.
   Robert Gordoun in Andett, tenant.
ELRICK, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourtie markis.
Buttir . . . Ane stain of buttir.
    James Gordon of Knockaspack, tenent.

BALDEBAES, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourtie markis.
    John Gordon of Newtoun tenent.

Wedsett to
Tarpersie unnder
reversion off

ROCHEFINDZEAUCHE, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Threscoir stanes cheis, conuertit in siluer at tuentie sh.
    the stain,
  inde threscoir pounds.
    George Gordoun of Tarpersie, tenent.

MEKLE BRAICKLEYIS, tua pleuches, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourscoir markis.
Buttir . . . Four stain.
    The guidvyif widowe in Oxhill, tenent.
    James Gordone in Lesmurdie, cautionar.

POWNUID, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourtie markis.
Buttir . . . Tua stain buttir.
    Arthour Huie, tua oxingaitt.
    William Huie, tua oxingaitt.
    John Leythe, four oxingaitt.

KIRKTOUNE, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourtie pounds maill.
Buttir . . . Tua stain buttir.
    George Ferroure, four oxingange.
    Johne Leythe, tua oxingange.
    Adam Habrain, tua oxingange.
AUCHMAIR, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Tuentie markis maill.
Young Lemsmoir, tenent.

QUHYTHILLOCK, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Tuentie markis maill.
Buttir . . . Tua stain buttir.
Younge Harthill, tenent.

CROIFT OF BALHILLOCK, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Tene poundis maill.
George Chrystie, tenent.

CROIFT OF CRAIGINGAITT, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Sax markis maill.
Buttir . . . Tua stain buttir.

LEARGE, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Tuentie pounds maill.
George Gordoun of Couclarachie, tenent.

AULDEVNYE, tua pleuches, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourtie pounds maill.

TORNAKELT, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Tuentie pounds maill.
James Gordoun of Prony, tenent.

AULDEUALLACHE, tua pleuches, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . Fourtie markis maill.
John Leythe of Edingarach, tenent.

Sett for four yeirs, entres 1601.
Sett for four yeirs, entres 1601.
Sett for four yeirs, entres 1601.
Sett for five yeirs, entres 1602. His first yeirs payment to be at Zeull day thairefter.
THE MYLNE, ane pleuche, payis yeirlie:
Maill . . . . Fourtie markis maill.
Buttir . . . . Tua stain buttir.

GEAUCHE, tua pleuches.

The Geyauche, sett for tua pleuches, reseruand the ward in my lordis awne hand, for yeirlie payment of sex scoir libs. money, to be payit yeirlie at Zeul-day, the first yeirs payment at Zeul-day, jajvjc and sewin yeirs, and my lord is astrictit to mak no sett of the ward but to the tenentis.

John Leythe, portionar, ane quarter. John Lawrence, ane quarter.
John Gordoune, tua oxingange.

       Patrick M'Gillevrich, cautionar.

       Patrick M'Gillewriche, tua oxingange.

Suma of the hail Cabrache silver maillis extends to 366 merks.
Summa of the buttir extends to [17 stones.]